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Few days ago, Microsoft has revealed latest Windows 10 updates for tech enthusiasts. Windows 10 October 2018 Update (version 1809)
seems to be a new and fresh update for Microsoft Windows users. So it means you are in for a treat as this update will get rolled out
globally for all Windows 10 users by November. As the first generation of Windows 10 happened a long time ago, the version 1607, so
the latest 2018 update (version 1809) will bring lots of new features to the users. Windows 10 includes many advanced features which
are not available in most of the other operating systems. It is not just the usage of Windows but how Windows delivers its feature that
makes it very attractive for users and tech enthusiasts. So, we have come up with a list of some of the new Windows 10 features which
are already tested in the latest update version. Windows 10 Features List – Portrait Mode It lets you view photos with smart effects,
filters and removes the ugly shadows. It also lets you adjust the brightness, hue and saturation of the image. It’s perfect for those who
love the photo editing apps. The feature is available on the camera lens of phones as well but the only problem is that the camera lens is
usually not a sufficient tool for image editing. Windows 10 supports the “Portrait Mode” on many more devices like smartphones,
computers, laptops, cameras, tablets and even car dashboards. It will automatically adjust the brightness, hue and saturation of the image
which makes it very clear and easy to see. Microsoft Flow Microsoft Flow is a mobile application that lets you schedule workflows and
is one of the most used application for enterprises and IT managers. Microsoft Flow is the second most awarded app on Windows Store
and it is basically a GUI for this app. Microsoft Flow App on Windows 10 Many of us may have used Flow in the past and the new
update includes a live preview for the existing setup which is really a unique feature of Windows 10. Microsoft says it will simplify
workflows for almost 80% of tasks in the business. The new update says the previews are just a sample and any changes in the app may
affect the functionality and the tasks can be stopped at any time. Advanced DNS Performance Counters Microsoft has started
experimenting with this feature some time back in 2015. So, it is not a new feature but it is very much welcomed by tech enthusiasts.
Microsoft DNS Windows 10 This update also brings the list of supported DNS servers which is added
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NexusImage is designed to be as simple as possible. You can either choose to import your favorite photos from your computer or use an
external device (firewire, card reader, etc.) to save pictures to NexusImage. Here you are able to view, rename, rotate, flip, resize and
share all images. What's New: Added a new Theme Designer: Create a new design and share it to the community. Added a new
background image layout creator. Added new color themes. The tag editor now works with negative numbers. Fixed a crash in the
sample data and notepad. Fixed some problems with pdf files. Fixed some problems in the Photoshop and 3D Viewer plugins. What's
coming next: - improved anti-aliasing effects - adjustable image layout - more window borders NexusImage Screenshots:[Surgical
treatment of metastatic carcinoma of the liver]. From 1978 through 1983, surgical treatment for metastatic carcinoma of the liver was
performed in 24 patients, including 14 with colorectal cancer, 6 with gastric cancer, 2 with breast cancer and 2 with urothelial cancer.
Postoperative complications occurred in 19 patients and 19 patients died within 6 months. The operative lethality was 29.2%. With
regard to the survival period after operation, 8 of 12 patients who had undergone hepatic resection for solitary metastatic foci survived
longer than 1 year and 5 patients survived longer than 2 years. Moreover, in 4 of 7 patients who had had adrenalectomy, survival period
extended beyond 6 months. Since en bloc resection of metastatic lesions in the liver will improve the outcome in many cases, it is one of
the most effective treatments for this
disease.tag:blogger.com,1999:blog-5569225.post5320686719422644777..comments2015-03-30T11:27:46.726-07:00Comments on
CCDJ: Scrapbooking, Couponing, Designing, Drawing - Just About Everything - Me, CCDJBean 09e8f5149f
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Sometimes, it might be more convenient to shoot your own video, which can be used later on for a personal video to share. If you want
to create a personal movie just out of captured images you can use SnagIt. It is a simple application that allows you to take digital
pictures into a video or record your own movie. You can import images from your PC, camera or even a thumb drive. Use the video
tools to select the movie sound and add a title, or simply make use of the default settings. As you import images, they are displayed with
an animated effect, which makes it easier to choose the best frame and to spot deleted shots. After you are done, you can customize
your work by adding text or applying one of the various effects, although the application is pretty straightforward and doesn't allow for
a lot of options. But, it is nice to see the possibility to add texts. SnagIt is very simple to use, but still, it offers something more than
pretty sophisticated applications. SnagIt When creating images for your computer, it's convenient to use a lot of effects, and you can use
many apps for doing so. However, sometimes it's a better idea to take an image and create a special one from that. PicTreat is a new,
though simple, application that allows you to create an image from a picture, and it's pretty flexible as well. Pick the style you like, and
that's it. There are several effects to choose from. Colorize, outline, tint, and even create a logo or print in one of the available printing
forms. This might be just what you were looking for, or it might not, but the tool works, and you can always change it later on. If you
run out of ideas, you can share them with others. Use the social network buttons to tweet your images or share them on Facebook and
Google+. While it's fun, at times you might be looking for a little more content to share. Use PicTreat. It is one of the few simple
applications that you can use to share your creativity. PicTreat Description: A funny thing about today's digital world is that all those
pictures from your favorite social network get stored into your computer. You might also be looking for a way to show your friends
something cool you've created at school, to your wife, or even sell a product. In all these cases you probably want to create
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Powerful, safe and easy to use image viewer. Has a basic text editor and a bunch of options. Supports all the basic image file formats
from 4 years ago till now. Load and view images from local or network folders, various websites and from internet. View multiple
images in one window in a side bar. Rate Viewer is more than a simple image viewer. Don’t be fooled by its name: load and view images
from local or network folders, various websites and from internet. There is a basic text editor, basic image operations, image
manipulation, URL and file renaming, image flipping, resizing and more. The application supports various image file formats including
BMP, GIF, JPG, PCX, PCT, PNG, TIFF, VECTOR, PICT, as well as all the basic image formats like TGA, PPM, PNM, PBM, HPX
and others. View multiple images in one window in a side bar. There are no classic image viewer tools like magnifiers, croppers, image
rotation and so on, but the basic tools like color wheels, transparencies, text and selection tools to change text and background colors, as
well as functions that enable you to view, sort and edit multiple images. There are also various ways to view images which can be
applied in a click of a button: in a slideshow, as a bar graph, a tree grid, as a table or in a grid of thumbnails. View images of all kinds: •
from LAN: load images from local area network folders and from removable media of all kinds (CD, DVD, USB, etc.) • from web:
load images from various websites, including FTP and SMB protocols. • from Socks4 proxy servers: load images from Socks4 proxy
servers, so you can view images on most of the websites • from the clipboard: load images from the clipboard, via double-click, drag-
and-drop or right-click. • from custom folders: load images from custom folders, including FTP folders. • from Photo Albums: load
images from photo albums or from specified folders in photo albums. • from other picture formats (PICT, LBM, PCT, TIFF, TGA,
etc.): directly load images from other formats like PICT, LBM, PCT, TIFF and TGA. Loading images from other file formats (
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 or higher Windows 7 or higher Processor: 2.3 GHz or higher 2.3 GHz or higher RAM: 2 GB or higher 2 GB or higher
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or higher NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or higher DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Hard Disk: 20
GB FAQ: Q: Is this game a patch of previous games? A: No, this is not a patch of previous games. We have changed the dungeon and
the content to enjoy more. Q
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